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"Balanced, lively and animated by a beautiful tone, sounded a Handel organ
concerto at B.audio"
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"France-based B.audio was created after more than ten years of research and
development  by  a  family  team of  engineers  whose  professional  experiences
enabled them to take a fresh look at the challenges of sound reproduction. Since
then  B.audio’s  products  received  numerous  awards  from  the  international
audiophile press. They say that the sound from digital media is often perceived as
harsh, although extremely detailed. On the contrary, the sound from analogue
media  is  perceived  as  more  natural  but  lacking  micro-details.  While  many
attempts have been made to resolve this dilemma, the B.audio team found that
none of  them had proven to  be completely  satisfactory.  B.audio’s  reference
range was on show at High End Munich and showing off their B.dpr EX:  streaming
DAC  with  full  analogue  pre-amplification  stage  and  B.amp  (pair):  ultra-low
distortion bridgeable stereo power amplifier (class AB)."

"This was an excellent sounding room."

https://www.hifipig.com/high-end-munich-show-report-7/

"Even though the monoblock looks like the existing model,  I  was told that it's
priced lower at €12,450 and produces 300W into 8 Ohms and 500W into 4 Ohms
alongside “unmeasurably  low” crossover  distortion.  Airelle  Besson's  Radio One
(Football Games on Radio One) sounded so good that I hung around to listen to
a track called Wake Me Up by a French group I didn't quite get the name of,
too. All sounded wonderfully natural and, dare I say, analogue."

https://www.stereonet.com/uk/features/high-end-munich-2022-show-report-
gallery-a-d

https://www.stereonet.com/uk/features/high-end-munich-2022-show-report-gallery-a-d
https://www.stereonet.com/uk/features/high-end-munich-2022-show-report-gallery-a-d
https://www.hifipig.com/high-end-munich-show-report-7/


"The still relatively young company B.Audio showed itself at the High End Munich
2022 in a listening booth in the halls  with loudspeakers from Intrada. With the
b.dpr DAC/preamplifier and the two b.amp mono power amplifiers, the French
electronics  played  to  the  Claude  passive  Polish  transducer.  A  musical
combination that was able to create a beautiful stage despite the relatively short
listening distance."

https://hifi-ifas.de/high-end-2022-bericht-05

https://hifi-ifas.de/high-end-2022-bericht-05

